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PROGRAM

Law Fellow Pamela Phan teaches in Wuhan.

NEW LAW FELLOWS TRAIN JUDGES,
LAWYERS OF TOMORROW’S CHINA

With China’s legal system reforming
at a rapid pace, two new Yale-China
Fellows have taken up teaching positions in Chinese law schools.
U.S. attorneys Pamela Phan and
Carlos DaRosa arrived in February
at Wuhan and Sun Yat-sen universities, respectively, to lead clinical law
courses and to teach American and
international legal topics, practices,
and standards. As participants in
the Yale-China Legal Education
Fellowship Program, Pamela and
Carlos are helping educate the judges and lawyers of tomorrow.
“I think it is somewhat novel what
we are doing here: training lawyers to
be direct contributors to society and,
through their interactions with the
neediest and most disadvantaged in
society, to think more deeply about
the continuing relevance of existing
laws and regulations impacting the
society as a whole,” writes Pamela
from Wuhan. “It is an interesting
shift in Chinese culture, given that
until recently, lawyers were mere
legal workers of the state.”
Since 2000, Yale-China’s Legal
Education Fellowship Program has
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sent eight U.S.-trained lawyers to five
different Chinese law schools. YaleChina’s efforts in this area dovetail
with a larger indigenous movement
in China which has taken the name
weiquan (维权), or “protecting
rights.” In addition to guiding students on the cases they take on
through their clinical courses,
Pamela is teaching a course on U.S.
refugee law and Carlos is teaching a
course on U.S. environmental law.
Carlos reports that working in the
Chinese environmental legal education field has been highly rewarding.
“Making contacts with the community [of non-governmental organizations] in Guangzhou has been one of
the most gratifying activities at [Sun
Yat-sen] up to this point. I do see
it as exploratory work that initiates
links with like-minded people who
could become future clients of the
environmental clinic.”
For more information on the
Legal Education Fellowship Program,
please contact Andrew Junker at
andrew.junker@yale.edu.
YALE-CHINA JOINS PARTNERS IN
FOUNDING CHINA AIDS INITIATIVE

As part of our pioneering and timely
work in the field of HIV/AIDS, we
have joined with colleagues at the
Aaron Diamond AIDS Research
Center (ADARC) and other international and Chinese organizations to
form the China AIDS Initiative. The
Initiative’s aim is to develop a comprehensive model for responding to
the AIDS epidemic in China.
The architect of the Initiative, Dr.
David Ho, director and CEO of

ADARC, announced the formation of
the Initiative at a summit in Beijing
on November 10. Dr. Ho is the virologist who first developed anti-retroviral treatments for people with HIV.
In 1996, he was recognized for this
work by TIME magazine, which
named him its Man of the Year.
Former U.S. President Bill Clinton
spoke at the summit, pledging his
support for the Initiative’s efforts.
Yale-China’s work in the HIV/
AIDS field began in 1997 when, drawing on expertise from Yale’s Schools
of Medicine, Nursing and Public
Health, we initiated an HIV/AIDS
professional education program for
Chinese health care workers. The
program has led to the development
of a culturally-specific curriculum
and a cadre of Chinese nurses who
are skilled in HIV/AIDS clinical care,
knowledgeable and compassionate
about social issues, and engaged in
educating other health workers to
the same level of proficiency.
Through the China AIDS Initiative,
Yale-China’s training program will
extend to tens of thousands of nurses, primary care providers, and community health workers in provinces
affected by the AIDS epidemic.

From left, Yale Professor and Yale-China Trustee Ann
Williams, Yale Professor Gerald Friedland, David and
Susan Ho, and Nancy Chapman in Beijing.

“AIDS is no respector of geography or ethnicity. Beyond the human cost it is an
economic and security threat as well….But if we continue to ignore the implications of
AIDS it will be terrible—not simply for China, but for all the friends and partners
of China all around the world. So we need leadership and resolve.”
—Former U.S. President Bill Clinton at the launching in Beijing of the China AIDS Initiative , of which Yale-China
is a founding member. At the event, President Clinton pledged his personal support for the Initiative’s efforts.
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Honoring 50 Years of Partnership
This year we mark a wonderful milestone—the 50th anniversary of Yale-China’s close
cooperation with New Asia College, now part of The Chinese University of Hong Kong
(CUHK). We will celebrate this long and fruitful relationship with festivities at New
Ties between Yale-China
Asia College on June 17-19.
and New Asia College
The Yale-China/New Asia partnership was initiated in Hong Kong in 1954 amidst the
have served as a bridge to
hardships and uncertainties of the immediate post-war period. Several years earlier,
New Asia had been founded by distinguished Chinese refugee scholars who fled the
learning across cultures
mainland following the establishment of Communist rule. Imbued with deep devotion
for the past fifty years.
to Confucian thought, the founders’ goal was to preserve Chinese scholarly traditions
This month we honor this
then under attack on the mainland, while adapting them to meet the needs and chalrelationship which has
lenges of life in the twentieth century. Yale-China had grown from very different roots:
touched thousands of
founded as an American missionary organization with an emphasis on education and
Americans and Chinese
Christian service, Yale-China had evolved into a secular, bi-cultural leader in Chinese
secondary and university education and a pioneer in Western medical education and
care in China. What linked the two was their common commitment to educational
excellence and the strengths of the Chinese cultural tradition.
This alliance has grown over the years to address evolving needs and opportunities.
Early work included support for the development of the college’s physical infrastructure
and faculty resources, and facilitating New Asia’s inclusion as one of the constituent
colleges of the new Chinese University of Hong Kong. An early emphasis on language instruction and cross-cultural learning led to a revival of Yale-China’s Bachelor
(Teaching Fellowship) program at New Asia, and the joint founding of the New Asia
College/Yale-in-China Chinese Language Center, which continues to provide Chinese
language instruction to hundreds of students each year. Today, the opportunity to
participate in the Yale University—New Asia
Undergraduate Exchange is one of the most
coveted of its kind on both campuses, while
our newest collaboration, which pairs New
Asia and Yale students for service projects
in New Haven and Hong Kong, is growing
in popularity. These programs share the
spirit of generosity and curiosity across cultures that has infused the Yale-China/New
Asia friendship since its founding.
Of course, the story of this friendship
can only be partially captured in a recitation of the buildings built, scholarships
At the farewell for Yale-China Representative Sidney Lovett in 1959 are, from left, Tang Chun-I, dean of New Asia;
awarded, and programs established. The
Preston Schoyer, Lovett’s successor; Esther & Sidney Lovett; and Chien Mu, New Asia College president.
full story that will be celebrated in June is
that of the thousands of individuals, Chinese and American, for whom this unique
partnership has been a bridge to learning across cultures for the past fifty years.
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Tracing the Footprints of Former Fellows
Three intrepid Yale-China Teaching Fellows set out this spring
to discover the sites and sounds of a different Hong Kong as
highlighted by memories supplied by their predecessors

BY EMILY HYDE, CARRIE PAGNUCCO, AND YOMEI SHAW
Hong Kong Teaching Fellows

E

arly one Sunday morning, we stumbled out
of our apartment at Friendship Lodge (“GB”)
and caught the very first school bus down to
the University train station. Our destination?
Boundary Street, the old neighborhood of Yale-China
Fellows from 1959 to 1975. As our journey began, we wondered what we would find. The memories we had read of
the old Yale-China flat at 138B Boundary Street led us to
imagine a neighborhood built on a small scale, with walkup apartment buildings and plenty of restaurants and
shops in between. There would be the kind of lively street
life that Drake Pike (CUHK ‘74-’76) remembers hearing
through the window: “every morning for one year, as we’d
sit under the rotating fan eating our soggy Wheatabix in
reconstituted milk, we’d hear the old man, the junk man,
push his cart down Boundary Street droning out, ‘Maaih
yeh, Maaih yeh, I buy junk.’”
But as we exited the Prince Edward subway station,
crossed Nathan Road, and began our walk east on
Boundary Street,
we found that the
street was more
like a highway,
with red taxis
and private cars
zooming past us.
On the 50minute walk to
the old flat, we
passed parks and
playgrounds, the
Mongkok Stadium, the north
entrance to the
Bird
Garden,
public and priSunpeace Court, the new luxury apartments where vate schools and
the Boundary Street flat once stood.
tutoring centers.
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The restaurants and small stores we imagined were
largely non-existent, and instead, the neighborhood was
characterized by institutions and large apartment blocks.
There were a few people walking on the sidewalk—we met
one man carrying two covered bird cages, a few women
out for morning shopping, and a number of elderly street
sweepers—but the street life that Drake Pike remembers
hearing was missing. Boundary Street didn’t seem like
a place to collect junk anymore; its fancy new apartment
buildings and gated entrances felt less like a neighborhood than like individual islands. And if a modern-day
junk man still prowled Boundary Street, this time the
Yale-China Fellows would probably be buying the goods
on his cart, cast away by far wealthier residents living
where smaller apartments, and Yale-China Fellows, once
existed in their place.
* * * * *
We walked down Boundary Street until we finally reached
a corner where number 138 should have been. Across the
street was an old, large, church-like building of yellowish brick (which we later discovered was the prestigious
Maryknoll Convent School). By the street numbers, this
should have been our destination. But there was no building numbered 138, no aging Boundary Street flat in sight.
There was only a small group of residential buildings
closed off by a fence and a gate. The sign at the gate said
“SUNPEACE COURT: 136-142”. We walked in the gate.
There was nobody around, except for a security guard
sitting in a box. He looked at us curiously. I leaned in the
window of the box and told him we were looking for the
address 138 Boundary Street.
“Are you looking for a friend? These are residential
buildings, you know.” He must have thought we (three
sportily-dressed foreigners, two armed with cameras)
looked like tourists who had stumbled into the wrong
part of town.
“We’re looking for the house where someone we know

used to live. They lived here in the 70’s—” The guard
looked uncomfortable as I struggled with my Cantonese
and called over another older guard. I asked him how old
Sunpeace Court was. He said it was built about 20 years
ago. But what was here before then? Did he remember?
“Before, there was a small house here, only three or four
stories high,” he said. “But it was torn down when the
property was sold.” He told me I could find out more if I
went down the street and asked at the Centaline Property
Agency office. Later, we did pass by the real estate office,
but unfortunately it was closed.
We asked the
older guard if we
could take pictures,
and he assented. I
gazed up at the towering buildings. It
was hard to fit their
height into the frame
of a picture from
this close; they were
probably about 11
stories high.
I asked if it was
expensive to live
here. The guard
The ‘checkerboard’ that once served as a guide laughed, “Yes, it’s
for planes flying to the old Kai Tak Airport.
expensive. You can’t
rent these apartments. You can only buy them.” He wrote
down the numbers for us:
2400 m² (big) : $13,000,000 HKD
1600 m² (small): $8,000,000 HKD
That’s more than a million U.S. dollars for a small flat! I
wonder if our Boundary Street predecessors ever pondered the real estate value of their apartment as they

munched Wheatabix for breakfast…hmmm, I wonder how
much the GB flat is worth right now….
* * * * *
Our walk across Boundary Street was taking us closer and
closer to the old Kai Tak Airport. Charley Blatchford
(CUHK ‘58-’60) remembers the opening of the airport, but
now the runway is used only for occasional carnivals and
concerts.
We were looking for one of the old landing guides used
by pilots flying into Kai Tak. Charley Blatchford remembers: "At the end of College Road, I’d sit for hours near
the red and white checkerboard painted on the flattened
hillside as a guide to airplanes landing and taking off from
Kai Tak Airport. It scared the bejesus out of me but it was
thrilling to be under the flight path of the jets landing on
the new runway extending out into the harbor!"
We made a left onto College Road and followed it to
where it dead-ends in a condominium complex. Not too
promising. As we wandered College and Nga Tsin Wai
Roads looking for any sort of hillside that wasn’t covered in apartment buildings, we found ourselves at the
entrance to Kam Tsin park. It was a beautiful morning
and the park was filled with boys playing soccer, people
jogging, a girl on the roller rink, and old men and women
doing Tai Chi and walking on a pebble path in their socks.
After we tried this improvised foot massage, we wandered
deeper into the park, trying to figure out where College
Road might have ended.
As we were passing a fence covered in ivy, we happened to glace up through a hole in the vegetation, and
there the checkerboard was, hovering over the park on a
cemented hillside not far away. It’s peeling and looking a
little dingy, but it’s certainly still there. In the peace of park
on a Sunday morning, it was difficult to imagine having
the bejesus scared out of you by anything.

One Former Teaching Fellow Remembers Life in ‘GB’
Kate Sandweiss (CUHK ‘79-’81) wrote to
the YCR with memories of the sights and
smells from her days in Apartment GB in
Friendship Lodge on the campus of New
Asia College. Hong Kong Fellows have
lived in GB since they moved there from
the Boundary Street flat in 1975.
• The smell of the “pig trains” from
China on a hot summer day parked
at the base of the hill, waiting for the
tracks to clear so they could make their
way into Kowloon. The smell wafting up
the hill was dramatic—even at such a
distance—and seemed to get caught

against Friendship Lodge and settle
into GB.
• At night, the put-put of small fishing boats moving into place near the
shoreline under Friendship Lodge.
There they’d turn on their bright lights
to attract fish.
• Watching the few diesel trains that
daily made their way to the Chinese border and imagining the people on board
with their tvs, fans and rice cookers
stuffed in large red and blue soft-sided
plastic “suitcases” with fresh oranges
and live chickens tied by their feet, all

going to visit
relatives in mainland China.
More memories can be found online
at www.yalechina.org. Above, Carrie
Pagnucco, Yomei Shaw, and Emily Hyde
in the GB apartment today.
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Our Community

BJ Elder reads from her memoir, The Oriole’s Song,
at the Yale-China board meeting in January.

YALE-CHINA ‘DAUGHTER’ RECALLS
EARLY DAYS IN HUNAN PROVINCE
Betty Jean (“BJ”) Elder, daughter of
long-time Yale-China staffers Dwight
and Winifred Rugh, has published a
memoir about growing up in Hunan
province during World War II entitled,
The Oriole’s Song, An American
Girlhood in Wartime China.
Yale-China trustee Doug Murray
writes in his forward, “This beautiful
recollection of an American girlhood
in China during World War II, and of
an adult homecoming decades later
when the Cultural Revolution had
passed, is a continual delight with
large insights and small moments
made exquisite by delicate prose.”
BJ graciously shared her memories
with trustees at the Yale-China board
meeting in January in New Haven
with a reading from the book. Copies
of The Oriole’s Song can be ordered
online at eastbridgebooks.org.
NEW STAFF AT YALE-CHINA
Ingrid Jensen serves as Program
Officer in the New
Haven office. She
directs the Service
Internship
Program
and the New Haven
portion of the Yale
University–New Asia College Exchange (YUNA). She also provides
program support for the English
Teaching and Chia Fellowship pro6
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grams and works on the Yale-China
Review. Ingrid holds a B.A. from
Indiana University in East Asian
Studies and in Latin American
Studies, and completed a certificate
program at the university’s School of
Journalism. She previously taught
English in Beijing and later went to
Taipei to study Chinese on a one-year
fellowship from Taiwan’s Ministry of
Education. She stayed an additional
two years in Taipei to work as an editor and page designer at an Englishlanguage newspaper. Ingrid replaces
Argyro Caminis, who just finished her
first year at Yale School of Medicine.
Christin Sandweiss started in April
as the Director of
Development
and
Communications in
the New Haven office.
She will oversee all
aspects of fundraising
including individual solicitations, the
annual membership appeal, planned
giving, grant applications to foundations and government agencies, support from corporations, and stewardship. Christin will also work on publications and will manage all aspects
of public outreach. No stranger to
the Yale community, Christin worked
for ten years at the Yale Development
Office in Major Gifts, working with
alumni donors. She holds a B.A.
from Vanderbilt University in
Anthropology and is a native of New
Haven. Christin replaces Shelley
Stonecipher, now at the Durham Arts
Council in North Carolina.
Mark Sheldon is director of the Hong
Kong office, a position
in which he served from
1982 to 1991. Mark later
served as director of
the Office of Academic
Links at the Chinese

University of Hong Kong, and as
director of the Hong Kong-America
Center. He was educated at Illinois
Wesleyan University and the EastWest Center, University of Hawaii,
Manoa. He is the national president
of the Illinois Wesleyan University
Alumni Association, and a member,
ex officio, of the University’s board of
trustees. Mark replaces Julia Travers,
who just finished her first year at the
Yale School of Management.
100 YEARS OF YALE-CHINA

The Yale-China Association: A
Centennial History, by Executive
Director Nancy E. Chapman with
Jessica C. Plumb, is available for
purchase from the Yale-China New
Haven office. Illustrated with close
to 300 photographs, the book is the
product of extensive research from
archived records and numerous firsthand interviews conducted in both
China and the U.S.
“Reading this absorbing history, and pondering its rich range of
illustrations, I felt a genuine sense
of elation over the flexibilities of
the human spirit,” writes Jonathan
Spence, Sterling Professor of History
at Yale, in the book’s forward.
The book is $29.95 per copy plus
$5.00 shipping for the first book and
$3.50 for each additional book.
To order your copy of the book,
please email yale-china@yale.edu or
call 203-432-0884.
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human rights. Such efforts will help to extend the fruits of
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between the Foote School, a private kindergarten through
ninth grade institution in New Haven and the Huizhen
Academy in Ningbo, China. The exchange has brought six
teachers to New Haven and sent four teachers to Ningbo
since its inception.
“This trip was another wonderful consequence of
the exchange program that Yale-China made possible
for Foote and Huizhen Academy,” said Jean Lamont,
head of the Foote School and a Yale-China trustee. “It
is truly marvelous to realize how many ‘ripples’ have
resulted from this relationship.”
ERWIN PENN BENEFACTOR OF YALE-CHINA

Naoko Kozuki ‘06, left, presents a t-shirt commemorating the Yale-China 2004
YUNA exchange to Hong Kong Legislator Audrey Eu in March.

YUNA STUDENTS EXAMINE LAW IN HONG KONG
Eight Yale students involved in the Yale University—New
Asia (YUNA) Undergraduate Exchange spent two weeks in
Hong Kong in March for a continued study of the topic “Law
and Society” with their New Asia counterparts.
After spending two weeks together in January in New
Haven examining U.S. legal issues, the students changed
their focus to the unique legal environment of Hong Kong.
From a meeting with Legislative Councilor Audrey Eu to touring a maximum-security prison, the students had multiple
opportunities to dig beneath the Hong Kong that tourists
visit. The Yale students also gave presentations at a symposium hosted by New Asia College on U.S. legal issues,
including changes in the U.S. legal environment since the
Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. Besides their academic pursuits, students solidified friendships that began in January.
FOOTE SCHOOL 9TH GRADERS TRAVEL TO CHINA
Eight American students and two teachers spent 12 days in
China in March as part of a trip inspired by a sister-school
relationship that Yale-China has helped facilitate since 1998

Mr. Erwin S. Penn of Virginia died on March 13, 2003,
leaving a bequest of $300,000 for general purposes to the
Yale-China Association. Mr. Penn was a graduate of the
Yali Middle School in the 1920s, and expressed lifelong
gratitude for the education and inspiration he received
there. Yale-China is deeply grateful for this generous
gift, which will be added to the Yale-China endowment,
enabling us to maintain in perpetuity a standard of excellence commensurate with our century-long traditions.
NEW TEACHING FELLOWS OFF TO CHINA
Eight Yale graduates from the classes of 2003
and 2004 will soon begin teaching at:
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Samantha Culp ‘04 • Rachel Wasser ‘04
Lingnan (University) College at Sun Yat-sen University
Luke Habberstad ‘03 • Mirinda Gillespie ‘04
School of Humanities at Sun Yat-sen University
Seiji Shirane ‘04
Yali Middle School
David Auerbach ‘03 • Mariko Hirose ‘03
Mattie Lou Ming Thompson ‘04
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May 26-28
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Orientation for New Teaching Fellows
Killam’s Point, Branford, Connecticut

June 11

Annual Members’ Meeting
The Graduate Club, New Haven, Connecticut, 9 a.m.

June 17-19

Yale-China and New Asia College 50th Anniversary
Celebration and Teaching Fellowship Reunion
New Asia College, The Chinese University of Hong Kong
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The Yale-China Review is published by the Yale-China Association
to keep our community up-to-date with rapid developments in
Yale-China’s programs and to feature the voices of our program
participants in the field. The views expressed herein by individual
authors do not necessarily represent the views of the Yale-China
Association or its members.
Please direct any comments, questions, or requests for information
on Yale-China to the staff by telephone at 203-432-0880, by email
at <yale-china@yale.edu>, or by mail at the following address:
Yale-China Association, PO Box 208223, New Haven, CT 06520-8223.
Contributors to this issue include Emily Hyde, Carrie Pagnucco, Yomei
Shaw. Front cover main photograph and back cover inset photo by
Michael Hoevel, Teaching Fellow (CUHK, ‘01-’03). Back cover main
photo and front cover inset photo by Gabrielle Tiven (YUNA ‘03).
Feature story photos by Teaching Fellow Emily Hyde (CUHK, ‘02-’04).
Christin C. Sandweiss and Ingrid M. Jensen, editors
Original design concept by Jeanne S. Criscola | Criscola Design

www.yalechina.org

A view of the Hong Kong Harbor and Convention Center, as seen from the deck of the city’s famous Star Ferry. Above, incense burns at a temple in New Territories, Hong Kong.
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